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Brenda Oliver is the President of Oliver Leadership Inc. – a Leadership Development Practice since 2003 – giving clients the competitive
advantage to transform their Personal, Professional and Business Performance, through custom keynotes, professional development
workshops, executive coaching and business consulting services.
With more than 25 years of experience in strategic business development, sales planning, individual coaching, training & development,
relationship management, marketing, consulting services and a successful professional career that has included a variety of senior
management and executive positions with the financial services and insurance industries – a former Director with American Express –
Brenda Oliver is a Speaker, Coach and Consultant offering both inspirational and business insight to a variety of groups and venues. Her
experience and enthusiasm enables individuals and organizations to capitalize on their human potential in the most effective manner. She
has clearly demonstrated her ability to develop, inspire and lead people – helping others to succeed and reach their greatest potential.
As a Certified Practitioner in Emotional Intelligence & Performance Evaluation; she continues to work with executives and groups to
facilitate and offer perspective, structured process & professional development. With published articles with Toastmasters International and
the Human Resource Institute of Alberta; she blends business experience and expertise with real life experience.
As a Professional Speaker; she delivers her message on Leadership and Performance with passion, inspiration and humor; sharing her life
experiences, career challenges and success stories; speaking in Rome Italy at the Women’s International Networking Conference and
representing Canada as a delegate at the Global Women’s Conference in Mexico City.
As a Certified Executive & Life Mastery Coach; she ensures accountability, provides objective views, keeps participants focused, provides
disciplined process, offers a sounding board and provides motivation to Individuals, Managers and Executive.
As a Strategic Consultant delivering Business Planning Process and Practices; she ensures the desired results/output on specific projects
are achieved in a timely manner permitting management and executive to focus on the day to day requirements of the organization.
As a Corporate Trainer & Facilitator; she inspires innovation and learning, delivers foundational and practical tools that are hands-on &
educational, enables workshops that engage and challenge participants and meets the needs of employees and leaders at different levels
of the organization.
Oliver Leadership Inc. offers a full range of Corporate & Educational Training Materials & Custom Options - including Foundational Training
in Emotional Intelligence Fundamentals, Communication Strategy and Developing Personal Goals - delivering Learning and Professional
Development Programs that enhance business training programs, professional development days, meetings and conferences that will be
ideal for any organization. All programs are interactive and experiential with power point presentations, including workbooks and handouts
as required.
“Oliver Leadership training courses employ a progressive, strategic system that I found was both practical and illuminating, with tools that
are immediately effective as well as transferable to nearly every area of one's life. For those wanting to go a little more in depth, they get
beneath the surface and offer some deeper insights and large opportunities for improvement and development. My experience with
Brenda's one part Time Management course, Customer Service Experience and the three segments Emotional Intelligence training course
is that they provide immense value for the initiate and knowledgeable alike, supplying real tools not often observed elsewhere. These
courses create an immediate, profound impact on both one's professional development as well as one's personal life. I found the courses to
be a cohesive review of what I had studied previously, as well as adding several appreciable key skills for easy application and integration
into both the workplace and at home, providing a much needed balance in today's often hectic and stressful environment. I am very grateful
for these courses, especially the EQ Training, that have enriched my own life, and also for Brenda's highly enthusiastic and engaging
manner as she effortlessly gets her point across to a wide range of very different personalities. Her memorable presentation style and
versatile take-away tools make it a fairly simple task to implement the new skills after the course completion.”
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